**THURSDAY JUNE 9 – WEDNESDAY JUNE 15**

**HINTERLAND (MA15+)** Thu 6pm

**THE TASTING (MA15+)** Thu 8.30pm

**ONE YEAR, ONE NIGHT (CTC)** Fri 6pm

**THE OUTFIT (MA15+)** Fri 8.30pm

**AS IN HEAVEN (MA15+)** Sat 11am

**MY OLD SCHOOL (G)** Sat: 12.30pm

---

**STRICTLY BALLROOM (PG)** Sat: 1.45pm

**THE PASSENGERS OF THE NIGHT (R18+)** Sat: 6.15pm

**EVERYBODY’S DNA (G)** Sun 6pm

**THE PHANTOM OF THE OPEN (G)** Sun: 8pm

**CALENDER GIRLS (G)** Mon: 1.30pm

**THE BURNING SEA (M)** Mon 3pm

**GOOD LUCK TO YOU, LEO GRANDE (R18+)** Mon: 5.30pm

**YOUNG PLATO (G)** Tue: 6pm

**THE HUMANS (MA15+)** Tue 8pm

**FIRE OF LOVE (G)** Wed: 6pm

**WE ARE STILL HERE (G)** Wed 7.45pm

---
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---

**JURASSIC WORLD – DOMINION (M) 2b 27mins (US) NFT.**

*Action. Sam Neill, Laura Dern, Jeff Goldblum, Chris Pratt, Bryce Dallas Howard, De‘Wanda Wise. Four years after Isla Nublar has been destroyed, dinosaurs now live—and hunt—alongside humans all over the world. This fragile balance will require the ingenuity of humanity’s most fearsome creatures.*

**TOP GUN (M) 2b 10mins (USA)**

*Action. Tom Cruise, Jennifer Connelly, Joe Haan, Miles Teller, Ed Harris, Val Kilmer. After 30 years of service, Maverick finds himself training a detachment of Top Gun graduates for a specialized mission the likes of which no living pilot has ever seen. Facing an uncertain future and confronting the ghosts of his past, Maverick is drawn into a confrontation with his own deepest fears, culminating in a mission that demands the ultimate sacrifice from those who will be chosen to fly it. “The perfect blockbuster” and “terrific in every conceivable way.” – VARIETY*

**BENEVOLENCE (M) 2b 17mins (UK) NFT.**

*Drama. Peter Capaldi, Jack Lowden, Jeremy Irvine. The true story of revered poet Siegfried Sassoon, a complex man decorated for his bravery during the First World War, but troubled with coming to terms with his homosexuality in London’s aristocracy. “Benediction finds both sorrow and hilariously withering wit in the eventful life of a famed wartime poet, offering some of the sharpest, nimblest dialogue of writer-director Terence Davies’ estimable career.” – EMPIRE MAGAZINE*

**EVERYTHING EVERYWHERE ALL AT ONCE (MA15+) 2b 20mins (China)**

*Science Fiction. Michelle Yeoh, Stephanie Hsu, Ke Huy Quan. When an interdimensional rupture unravels reality, an unlikely hero must channel her newfound powers to fight bizarre and bewildering dangers from the multiverse in a race against the fate of the world hangs in the balance.*

---

**THE NET – OPERA DON CARLOS (NR) NFT. Special Prices.**

**THE MET – OPERA DON CARLOS (NR) NFT. Special Prices.**
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